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Sharing on blocks and
helps to a loving family

by Tony Arevalo

A family of four from the
Magis Deo Community
took center stage at last
August 4th first Friday
community celebration,
and took turns in
illustrating the particular
experiences
they each
had that
served as
blocks to
sustaining a
l o v i n g
family,and
correspondingly,
t h e
subsequent
e n a b l i n g
factors that
helped them transform familial discord
into harmony.

Eckie and Moppet
Gonzales of the Magis Class
83, together with Kayelle and
Cibbie, two of their five
children, shared their personal
experiences on certain
barriers or blocks, on one
hand, and helps or enabling
factors, on the other, to
creating and maintaining a
loving family.

 Kayelle, one of the
daughters, shared her hostility
once to her elder brother who
didn’t let her use the family
computer at the time she
needed it; and the instance of
selfishness (relative to sharing

her time) when she was asked
occasionally by her mom to go on certain
errands. These she was able to eventually
overcome when she finally accepted her
brother’s particular unpleasant mood at
that moment she had a spat with him, on
one hand, and understood mother’s need
for her services to run some errands for
her.

Eckie and Moppet Gonzales with daughter
Kayelle and son Cibbie

Magis Deo Community Thrust No. 1:
Deepening spirituality through Formation
and Praxis.

Thrust #2, Service through Outreach:
Involving our members holistically in
programs for marginalized families like
the Suyuan and Gawad Kalinga.

Thrust #3, Service through Community
Service: Increasing membership,
improving membership retention.

Membership Formation
Ministry update

as of August 2006
In line with the Community’s three-fold thrust for 2006, Membership

Formation Ministry presents objectives, strategy and accomplishments as of August
30, 2006.

MDC thrust # 1: Deepening Spirituality
through Formation and Praxis.

Membership Formation Ministry’s overall
objective and primary mandate is to assist
our members become more and more free
to love God and to do His will, through the
implementation of the different spiritual
and apostolic formation programs of the
community for individual, couple and family
formation.

Formation programs are grouped
into the Basic, or Foundational (ME, LSS,
SDR, FEW, CPPJ) and secondly, as the
Deepening programs: Annual Ignatian
Retreat (AIR) and individually directed

retreats varying in format, content, and
length of program.

After the ME weekend, couples are
invited take the Life in the Spirit Seminar.
The LSS comes from a charismatic
spiritual tradition. Its main objective is to
enable participants enter into a freely
chosen, adult, deeply felt personal
relationship with God, a goal it shares with
the Ignatian tradition. In the Ignatian
tradition, we dispose ourselves through
silence in order to arrive at that state of
openness and receptivity where God can
meet us. Interestingly enough, it is music
and voices raised in spontaneous prayer
that enables the LSS participant to reach a

con’t on page 8

Magis Deo Youth
Project: Coastal Cleanup(International Coastal Clean-up Day)
Saturday,  16 September 2006
Laiya, San Juan, Batangas (beach house of Tatic & Ed Castillo)
Magis Deo Youth & their families
Tie-up with Laiya Aplaya Elementary School
Transpo: Per family.  Leaving Manila 7am
(Those who need rides please text below contacts
Lunch:Pot Luck - all families to bring baon for sharing
For those interested,text 0917-8560580.
Abby 0917-8560580 or 5600058 ;Lucy 0917-8335829 or 805-9371
Lala 0917-8581159
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“Many of his disciples broke away
and would not remain in his
company any longer.” (v. 66). It was
then that Jesus asked his
disciples: “Do you also want to
leave?” The enlightened,
courageous Peter said: “Master, to
whom shall we go? You have the
words of eternal life.” (vv. 68-69).

Let us be most especially
concerned for our youth, our young

atoned for. But when Shalom
appeared before him, the
prosecuting angel arose, and for
the first time in the memory of
heaven, said: ‘There are no
charges! Then the angel for the
defense rose and spoke
eloquently and movingly about the
hardships this man had endured
and recounted how in all the difficult
circumstances of his life Shalom
had remained true to himself and
returned good for evil.

“When the angel had
finished, God said, ‘Not since our
beloved Job have we heard of a
life such as this one.’ And then,
turning to Shalom, the Lord said,
‘Ask, Shalom, and it shall be given
to you.’

“The old man raised his
eyes to God and said, ‘Well, if I
could start everyday with a hot
buttered roll…’

“The angels and even God
himself wept at the beauty of the
simplicity and preciousness of his
humble request.” (From
“Connections” for August 2006).

What about you – do you
also want to be bread for others?
But you have to be willing to be
broken and shared for the
nourishment of others. As I have
often said:

Your bread could literally be
food for your family that you choose
to share with those who need it
even more.

Your bread could be your
monthly budget, so that the meager
salaries of your household help
would be more, and your luxuries
less and less.

Your bread could be the
karinyo and personal attention that
your spouse needs which you
habitually fail to give.

Your bread could be the
listening heart that your children
keep claiming they do not get from
you.

Your bread could be your
professional time and services

Living Bread
from page 3 from page 3

Life or lifestyle?

given to those who need you but
cannot afford you.

Your bread could be the big
risk you take in investing your
money in a business that would be
the bread and butter of a hundred
families.

Your bread could be the
profits of your company – shared
with your employees in a more
proportionate way, beyond the so-
called minimum wage law.

Your bread could be your
land that belongs to God and must
be shared with God’s people who
have no place they can call their
home.

Your bread could be your
courageous involvement in socio-
economic issues that concern the
welfare of our disadvantaged
countrymen.

This bread could be your
unconditional love in courageously
bringing the message of Jesus to
those who are on the road toward
their own Emmaus – searching for
meaning in life.

Your bread could be your
personal efforts and ceaseless
prayers to put an end to the
Godless violent wars in the Middle
East and the ruthless killings in our
own country.

Yes. Your bread broken and
shared until you have no more.
When you finally learn to break and
share your bread this way, your
supply will inevitably run out
someday. But replacement will
surely come. Only this time, it will
be eternal bread!

Amen.

people who are being constantly
bombarded and seduced by
endless consumer goods for a
lifestyle of the flesh. Our youth, after
all, are our leaders of tomorrow. Will
they lead our people to a lifestyle
of the spirit, or to a lifestyle of the
flesh?

Thank God for the growing
numbers of Christian renewal
groups and communities among
our youth. This may very well be our
saving grace. For my limited space,
let me just focus on one such group
– Life’s Directions (LD) – led by our
associate in the ministry, Fr. Ted
Gonzales, S. J. This community of
young professionals has for its
vision/mission “to go back home to
the Father, by bringing the healing
love of Jesus to the lost, the least,
and the last.” They recently
published a collection of some of
their own life-stories entitled
Stories From A Weekend. Essays
on Life Journeys by the Life’s
Directions (LD) Companions.

One such life-story is about
a young, female professional. She
was initially leading a lifestyle of the
flesh – addicted to name brands,
was a member of the so-called
SPP’s (Shopping People of the
Philippines), often partying with
friends and frequenting bars and
discos. Until she went through a
conversion process, which has
dramatically changed her life and
lifestyle.

One day, she came upon an
e-mail about a very sick, two-year-
old boy, whose only chance in life
was a liver transplant. She found
herself volunteering to be a liver
donor to save the boy’s life. After
the operation, she herself suffered
from a persistent swelling of her vile
duct that endangered her own life
until it was finally removed. She was
hospitalized for a whole month, but
finally recovered. And the boy? He
is “a happy healthy boy with his
whole life ahead of him.”

Young people of the spirit –
may your tribe increase!

Amen.
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Sunday Homily
The Philippine Star

Ruben M. Tanseco, S. J.

Christ confronted his
disciples: Do you want to follow
me and my way of life, or will you
insist on following your own
lifestyle? You have to choose once
and for all, for you cannot have
both!

This is the very same
choice that Christ is confronting us
with at this point in our lives. What
exactly was the difference
between the two? Christ’s way of
life was from the spirit, while the
people’s lifestyle was from the
flesh. “It is the spirit that gives life;
the flesh is useless.” (From today’s
Gospel reading, Jn. 6: 60-69).

Lifestyle of the Flesh.
What is this all about in our world
of today? Nothing more and
nothing less than this postmodern,
narcissistic, consumerist lifestyle
that so many of us Christians get
addicted to. A preoccupation with
the culture of bodily pleasures,
worldly conveniences, luxuries,
insatiable wants, all the way to
easy and irresponsible sex. The
ever-increasing disciples of this
lifestyle are mercilessly in the
hands of business, industry, the
media, and what-have-you.

Malls and megamalls and
Market! Market! are all over the
place. Can you imagine us, a third-
world country and one of the
poorest, priding ourselves with
having that Giant Mall of Asia?! As
a Christian nation, we allow
ourselves to be taken advantage

of by a high-tech commercialized
culture without a conscience.
Further and further away from
Christ’s way of life.

Just this past week, a giant
commercial billboard collapsed at
EDSA corner Boni Avenue. MMDA
chairman Bayani Fernando has
repeated his call for a body to
regulate such structures along
main thoroughfares that endanger
the lives of motorists and
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Life or lifestyle?

pedestrians. The incredible
numbers and sizes of these
billboards on EDSA alone are
most likely not to be found
anywhere else in the world. What
is the meaning of all this in a
country where the majority of our
people are living in sheer poverty?
Can we answer to God for this?

Life of the Spirit. The
compassionate, merciful Christ
gives us the option that leads to
God and not to damnation –
through his own teachings as well
as in his personal life. The life of
unconditional love and other –
centeredness. The life of
stewardship, simplicity, and
sharing. His solidarity with the poor
and powerless, as well as his
stubborn advocacy for social
justice, turned off many of those
who initially followed him, as
today’s Gospel reading tells us.

27 August 2006

What an awesome and
accurate description of Christ by
Christ himself. “I am the living
bread that came down from
heaven… the bread that I will give
is my flesh for the life of the world.”
(From today’s Gospel message,
Jn. 6: 41 – 51).

Jesus became man to offer
his love-life for us, for others, for
all mankind. To be bread for others
was his only reason for living and
dying. And this, too, is the meaning
of our life, if we choose to be his
disciples. “Disciples” here does
not mean we must all be baptized
Christians. It means an interfaith
commitment to that universal,
cosmic Christ of love, justice, and
peace.

13 August 2006
Living Bread

“There is a Jewish folktale
about a man named Shalom
Aleichem, one of the accursed of
the earth. He lost his wife, his
children abandoned him, his house
burned down, his job disappeared
– everything he touched turned to
dust. Yet through it all, Shalom kept
returning good for evil everywhere
he could until the day he died.

“When the angels heard
that Shalom was arriving at
heaven’s gate, they hurried to
greet him. Even God himself was
there, so great was this man’s
fame for goodness and humility. It
was the custom in heaven that
every newcomer was interrogated
by a prosecuting angel, to assure
that all sins on earth had been

con’t on page 2

con’t on page 2
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1. Spend your vacation, your
dollars and other foreign currencies,
in our Philippines.

It is understandable for our OFW’s,
balikbayans and Pinoy expats to vacation
in other countries. The world is truly
beautiful and majestic. But please spend
some of your vacation time and some of
your dollars in our Philippines. Every
dollar that you bring into our country will
help build our Philippines. It will help our
tourism industry. It will mean more sales
and more jobs for our local industries. It
will mean an increase in our country’s
international dollar reserves. It will help
stabilize the peso. And ultimately, it will
help stabilize our economy.

2. Encourage and teach your
relatives back home to be good
citizens & good Filipinos.  Whether or
not you are sending money to your
relatives in the Philippines, you are one
of their heroes. They look up to you as a
role model. They listen to every word you
say. Please teach them to become good
Filipinos, to become good citizens. They
can start with my book, 12 Little Things
Every Filipino Can Do To Help Our
Country. Please ask them to help me
spread the message of the book. In
particular, please ask them to Buy Local,
Buy Pilipino. A recent article in TIME
Magazine said that the most crucial factor
for economic progress is not foreign
investments, but economic nationalism,
i.e., when people learn to support their
own country’s products.

3. All OFW’s, Balikbayans and
Pinoy Expats should do more during
elections in RP.  In the next and all future
elections, OFW’s, Balikbayans, and
Pinoy expats should do more by helping
your relatives back home in choosing the
right leaders – the national ones
especially – for our country. Your relatives
at home will listen to you. This means
that as OFWs and expats, you need to
surf the Internet and read the news so
you’ll know which candidates should be
elected to offices. There are organizations
and websites which can help you decide.
If it is true that there are at least 8 million
OFW’s all over the world now, and if it is
also true that every Filipino has at least
4 relatives, then the 8 million OFW’s have
at least 32 million relatives back home in
the Philippines. This means that the
OFW’s and their families alone can
determine the political leadership in the
Philippines, our government, and
eventually our nation as a whole.

4. Buy Pilipino, wherever you
are in the world.  If you look at the
Japanese and the South Koreans,
wherever they are in the world, they buy
and patronize their own products. They
are like that too in the Philippines. That
is why there are so many Korean stores
sprouting all over the country now.  The
Chinese, Thais, and Malaysians are
almost like them too, but in a less
passionate manner.  We, Filipinos, have
a preference for imported products, the
so-called colonial mentality, believing that
Spanish and American products, ideas
and ways were better and superior and

that ours were inferior. But that is history.
Our Philippines is different now.  There
are many good Filipino companies with
equally good Filipino products or brands.
Look at Bayo, Kamiseta, Bench,
Penshoppe, Jollibee, among others. In
fact, some of the best branded products
you see in New York, London and Italy
are made in our Philippines.  Please be
an ambassador of the Filipino, by wearing
Pilipino. Show to your foreign community
and officemates and to the world, the

Ten Things Pinoys Abroad Can Do to
Help Our Country

(excerpts from Alex Lacson’s sequel to his
Twelve Little Things A Filipino Can Do For His Country)

• Spend your vacation, your dollars and other foreign currencies, in our Philippines.
• Encourage and teach your relatives back home to be good citizens & good Filipinos.
• All OFW’s, Balikbayans and Pinoy Expats should do more during elections in RP.
• Buy Pilipino, wherever you are in the world.
• Adopt a poor child as a scholar back home.
• Support a charitable organization.
• Teach your children about the Philippines, and to love it and its people.
• Speak positively about our Philippines and our people.
• If you are remitting funds to your relatives in the Philippines, teach them to save 15% or 20% of the funds.
• Invest in the Philippines.

con’t on page 10
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COUNCIL CORNER

In Magis Deo, we are taught the
Ignatian Spirituality in our journey to God.
We try to learn the following Ignatian
principles to guide us in this journey:

(1)God is present in everything and
in everyone. This is ground zero for the
exercises in Ignatian Spirituality. With
this CONVICTION, we become
contemplatives in action SEEKING God
revealing Himself in all that is present in
our world.

(2) If God, indeed, can be found in all
things and in all people, we can NOTICE
God’s presence through the exercise of
“Consciousness Examen”, where we do
a prayerful reflection of finding where God
was in our thoughts, feelings, actions,
work, etc. during our activities in the past
day(s).

(3) Noticing God’s presence in
everything and in everyone in our daily
lives would lead us to REJECT what is
evil and follow the standard of Christ.

(4) Having noticed God’s presence and
having battled against evil in our daily
lives, we can have a DIALOGUE WITH
GOD through discernment. God’s voice
can be discerned most clearly by a
careful examination of our deepest and
most authentic desires. God’s voice can
also be discerned in group prayer
meetings, conversations, etc.

(5) In our dialogue with God, through
discernment, we are reminded that we
not only seek God revealing Himself, but
that He CALLS each one of us
PERSONALLY to offer our unique God-
given talents and gifts in the service of
God.

(6) After our dialogue with God, we
DO Magis Deo. However, magis is not
just a question of doing more, but to strive
for excellence in doing service for the
greater glory of God (Ad Majorem Dei
Gloriam)

(7) Cura Personalis
Cura Personalis ??????
During our meeting with the Ministry/

Sector Heads last August 1, our

Cura Personalis

chaircouple suggested cura personalis
as a guide in community services. They
sounded “Greek” to me. (Later, I found
out that they were Latin words.) Fearing
that I was the only person who did not
understand the meaning of cura
personalis, I had to wait to be home to
search its meaning in the internet. My
search revealed 27,500 links to various
websites that discussed cura personalis.
The enormity of the links (and after
spending eight years in a Jesuit
institution) made me more uneasy in
having failed to know the meaning of cura
personalis. This made me reflect further.
I asked myself, “how many in Magis Deo
community know not just the English
translation of  cura personalis, but the
very essence of the meaning of the
words?” How many in Magis Deo
community know that cura personalis is
one of the principle elements of Ignatian
spirituality? If my ignorance is shared by
the majority of the members of our
community, then, this could be a reason
why Magis Deo, as a community doing
the exercises in Ignatian Sprituality,
moves at a snail-speed in its community
services, outreach and reach-in projects.
As a community, we lack the conviction
of the ideal of cura personalis.

Among the first three companions,
namely, St. Ignatius, St. Francis and
Blessed Faber, it was Blessed Faber
who exemplified cura personalis.  He
once said, “It is necessary that anyone
who desires to be serviceable to heretics
of the present age should hold them in
great affection and love them very truly,
putting out of his head all thoughts and
feelings that tend to their discredit.  The
next thing he must do is win their goodwill
and love by friendly dialogue and converse
about matters on which there is no

by Eli and Edith Prieto
Council Overseer for Community Services Ministry

differing between us, taking care to avoid
all controversial subjects that lend to
bickering and mutual recrimination.  The
things that unite us ought to be the first
ground of our approach, not the things
that keep us apart.”

Cura personalis was coined by St.
Ignatius of Loyola. It means “care for the
individual”, “care for the person”, “care
for the whole person”, “concern for the
individual person”, “care for the whole
person as a person”. This principle
implies that all individuals be treated with
respect since we are created in God’s
image and likeness (a teaching we
learned from our own respective M.E.
Weekends). This principle challenges us
that in serving others (e.g. spouse,
children, friends, neighbors, etc.), we
have to inquire into the circumstances
and sensitivities of each individual. In the
same way that we are called by God
personally (item#5 above, where God
calls us on a first-name basis), our
service to others calls for the same
personal relationship. Whereas
compassion necessitates a need (for
people in sorrow, hardships, suffering),
a caring spirit is a way of life on how we
relate to others.

Cura personalis is not easy to
practice in an increasingly impersonal
environment which fosters privacy as a
way of life. However, it can create an
environment that encourages
companionship, personal authenticity (
no masks, “magpakatutoo ka”)  and a
strong sense of community. Hence, we
are challenged by God, through the
Ignatian spirituality, that when we serve,
we should not be troubled by our fear for
failures, shortcomings, inadequacies or
loss of privacy. Rather, we should be
concerned for the missed opportunities
(including the risks) of having challenged
ourselves and our values in practicing
cura personalis in our effort to become
closer to God. As Blessed Faber said,
“….The things that unite us ought to be
the first ground of our approach, not the
things that keep us apart.”  As THE
example and the ultimate model to
follow, Christ Himself, has the highest
form of respect and care for the
individual.
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Genuine and effective
leadership is seemingly a scarcity
nowadays in a culture very much
tainted / adulterated and
characterized by almost anything
but truth, justice and peace. A lot of
factors have determined why there
are not very many leaders whose
personal lives and behavior in
office cannot fully meet such
aforementioned traits of genuine
and effective leadership. As such,
followers find themselves in a
quandary of sorts. Many are
definitely at a loss as to whom to
look up to for guide and inspiration,
and subsequently, to follow, most
specially in times when the
followers are in a state of
haplessness and hopelessness.

This is very much like the
sheep among us—already, or
about to go astray—very much
unsure of the shepherd/s to heed
and follow.(Unfortunately, there are
wolves, too, in sheep’s clothing,
and boy, aren’t they good putting
up and keeping such disguises!)

There are some known
theories on leadership, applicable
in almost any given milieu and
circumstance, even in a rather dire
setting such as today’s, whether in
RP or other beleaguered lands. But
what leadership style or approach
could be most effective and
befitting our current national (or

Leadership
even global) situation? What model
is adoptable and worth adopting?

As this may be a subject
rather complex, if not controversial,
let us confine it to something more
tame and graspable. In the context
then of our own Magis Deo
community, there is undeniably no
other than the style, the approach
of our grandmaster Shepherd,
Jesus Christ Himself. What then
are some of His key leadership
traits and behaviors worth
emulating?

Per Fr. Jerry Orbos, in his
Phil. Daily Inquirer column last
August 20th, “Jesus was not afraid
to risk and even lose His popularity
and acceptance by the people. He
told the truth. He did not manipulate
it, He did not sugarcoat it, He did
not stop it. For Him, the truth is the
truth — nothing more, nothing less,
nothing else. Take it or leave it.
Along with that was also the choice
to take Him, or Leave Him.

Fr. Orbos continues: Why
follow a leader? Perhaps we can
answer this question by
paraphrasing the Rotary’s 4-way
test: (1) Is s/he truthful? (2) Is s/he
fair to all concerned? (3) Does s/
he build goodwill and better
relationships? (4) Is s/he beneficial
to all concerned? Note that the
primary question is about

RANDOM THOUGHTS

A.R. AREVALO, Jr.

truthfulness, and the last question
is about being beneficial. If we
were to follow Jesus as our leader,
we must, as He did, put truth
above expediency.

And so the oft-repeated,
trite but seemingly growingly
accepted quote of the many among
us nowadays (leaders from all
walks of life included), given the
present socio-politico-economic
landscape is “let’s just move on!”
Now, is that in keeping with what
Jesus would have uttered and
pursued if He were here with us in
the flesh today? Would that really
be the product of our spiritual
discernment? Is that more aligned
with the truth, or expediency?

One’s answer here may
depend not so much on logic or
reason, but in all likelihood, on how
much and for how long one’s
personal needs are adversely
affected by what’s going on.
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Lighting Fixtures, Ballast,

Emergency Light, Exit Light,
Pinlight, Floodlight, Highbay,

Emergency Power Pack,
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SALES OFFICE
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307 Katipunan Ave., Loyola Heights,
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Fax: (632) 434-4441
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3 S’s for the Youth

At first, when we
were told that there
was going to be a talk
for the youth on First
Friday, we were a
little hesitant to
attend. But when we
heard that Fr. Edwin
Soliva was going to
give the talk, the
attendance shot from
a (somewhat) bleak number to pretty
good. Among those that attended were
Miggo, Julio, Pam, Patch, Pia, Celine,
Carline, Miggy, Arby, Jody, Enzo, Jared,
Fiona, Abby, David and Zyra.

Fr. Edwin first gave us a talk back at
the Beach Camp (on previous issue of
the bulletin) and we have not forgotten
him since. His technique and way of
interaction with the audience seems to
keep us listening. (And believe me, this
can be quite hard.)

First he told us of the 3 S’s.
Stewardship, Simplicity and Service. For
Stewardship he told us about how
everything that we have is from God. All
our talents, our looks, our bodies, our
skills, our gifts...EVERYTHING is from
God. And therefore we have no right to
abuse them or call them our own—and
as caretakers we are tasked to take care
of what God has given us. He gave us
the example of a woman about to abort
her child. She claims that she has a right
to choose what happens to the baby
since it is hers...when in fact, it isn’t. The
baby is God’s gift to her and she has no
right to kill it. He also told us of people
who are close minded and always saying
to “mind our own business”. These are
people who do not like to share and have
a very pessimistic view on life. We should
not be like them because by being
selfish, we are abusing God’s gift.

About Simplicity, he shared with us
the literary piece “The Pit”. It goes a little
something like this—

This man fell into a pit. Several people
came by.

A subjectivist came and said “I feel
for you down there.”

A mathematician calculated how he
fell into the pit.

by Carline Chua-Chiaco

A geologist came by and asked, “Are
there any rare rock species down there?”

Buddha came and said, “That is only
a state of mind.”

A realist came by and said, “That’s a
pit.”

An evolutionist came by and said,
“You are going to die in that pit so that
you cannot produce any more pit-falling
offspring!”

Then Jesus came along, stretched
out his hand and pulled the man out.

Simple isn’t it? How so many people
can have so many views on one thing
and yet Jesus knows the most effective
way to deal with it? That is what he told
us. That so many people in this world
make things seem more complicated
than they actually are. We tend to over-
analyze a lot of things. Also, he told us
of the example of the media. People tend
to think that the media is responsible for
why we are so materialistic, when in truth,
we already are, and the media is just
helping us realize it. They advertise so
that we can be aware of what’s available,
and therefore want or “need” it. We don’t
really need these, because in the end
we will have no use for it. They are
nothing but worldly pleasures.

The last S is service. Pretty self-
explanatory right? Basically the beauty
of serving others.

Well anyway, that night was a
memorable experience where we learned
a lot of things that will be useful as we
go through life as teens. But don’t get
me wrong— these are good for adults too!
You can never be too old to learn.

“Article contributor,
Carline, is in center,
along with other
Youth beach
campers.”

Magis Deo Youth

   BLOG to Connecticut, USA to return the
US$80,000 worth of rare black pearls to
his passenger who forgot it at the rear
back seat of his taxi.  We are a people
of truly good hospitality even to strangers.
We are a very caring and forgiving people.
There is so much humanity and
Christianity in us as a people. I really
believe that, someday, we can be one of
the most beautiful peoples on earth.  Let
us focus on our beauty and strengths,
and build from there. You and all the Pinoy
expats and OFW’s should be, and could
be, the best ambassadors for our home
country and people. Rafael Salas, the
founder of the United Nations’ Population
Fund, said that every Filipino is an
ambassador of our country.

9. If you are remitting funds to
your relatives in the Philippines,
teach them to save 15% or 20% of the
funds.  If you are remitting funds to your
relatives in the  Philippines, please teach
them to save at least 15% or 20% of the
funds. Please teach your relatives the
importance of savings. These savings
seem small at the start, but even only
after 2 years of savings, they will see the
growth of their savings and how fast these
are growing.  Also teach them to take
their savings away from reach and put
them in high-yielding investments like
mutual funds or treasury bonds.  There
are many good financial advisers in this
area.   Teach your relatives to consult
one on a regular basis. The book Rich
Dad, Poor Dad by Robert Kiyosaki is
good start. The book Pera Mo, Palaguin
Mo by Filipino author Francisco Colayco
is also very good.  These savings, if
handled and invested wisely, could mean
the financial independence of your
relatives from you in the future, or even
from themselves.  Teach your relatives
to live simply and not to spend so much
on unnecessary consumer items.   There
is so much beauty in simplicity. There is
so much elegance in modesty.

 10. Invest in the Philippines.
Finally, if you have extra funds and are
looking for ways to invest them, please
invest in our Philippines. There are good
investment advisers who can help.

The Philippines is a growing market
– an emerging market, in the language
of international banks and financial
institutions.  If you have investment ideas
that can cater to the  basic needs and
desires of these 86 million Filipinos, you
will make it big in our Philippines.  But
more than that, every cent or dime that
you invest in the Philippines will help our
people and our country.

And when you do it, you become our
partner in building our nation.

You become a good Filipino.
You become a hero of our country.

from page10
Ten Things Pinoys ...
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Membership
Formation

similar if not the same place. Style different,
results the same.

The next offering is the SDR or
Spiritual Deepening Retreat. Content wise,
it is an encapsulated adaptation of the 30
day Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius and
is given over two days. It is also an
introduction to silent prayer and teaches
us forms of prayer favored by Ignatius:
meditation, contemplation, and the
examen.

Two seminars for Family
Formtion are offered after the SDR. One is
the Family Encounter Weekend which
aims to develop and nurture relationships
within the family, through the loving practice
of the same skills of affective listening and
trustful sharing which were introduced on
the ME level, and now expanded to include
children ages nine and above.

The other is the Christian
Parenting for Peace and Justice Weekend,
where we are invited to pray over our
family’s lifestyle and choose how we will
live our lives. The CPPJ revolves around a
truth that Jesus lived and died for – without
justice, there can be no peace. Justice is
when we realize and accept that we are
only the stewards and not the owners of
all of God’s creation. Justice is living
simply, so we can share our daily bread,
and sti l l sustain enough to feed
tomorrow’s children. Until the day we as a
family and as a community of families do
the work of the Father as Jesus did, with
compassion and justice, the Kingdom will
not come on and our peace will be
shattered by the cries of the hungry.

The Youth committee has been
set up for the Formation needs of Magis
Deo children. Like the Magis ‘oldies’,
directions for Youth flow along the lines of
relationships with themselves and the God
within, with family and peers, with
community and creation. Organizationally,
Youth Formation is a component of Family
Formation.

A second set of programs named
as “Deepening” is also offerd after the
Basic programs are completed. The
Annual Ignatian Retreat (AIR series) is a
traditional 2 day, live-in retreat, group or
preached retreat format. Themes are taken
from the Spiritual Exercises. Short retreats
may also be individually directed – 1
retreatant to 1 spiritual director. They vary
from 3-5-8 days and are usually live-in or
closed. Content will vary according to the
retreatant’s needs.

The Spiritual Exercises are
available in two formats, firstly, as the
Retreat in Daily Life (RDL) both the 18th

and 19th Annotations, and secondly, as the
30 day, live-in retreat (20th Annotation).
Material is divided into 4 ‘weeks’ or themes,
but each ‘week’ can actually be more or
less than 7 days depending on the pace of
the retreatant. The Retreats in Daily Life
were developed by Ignatius for lay persons
who cannot leave family or jobs for
extended periods of time. The material of
the 18th Annotation generally is the same
material as the first week of the 20th.
Material for the 19th and 20th Annotations

covers the complete Spiritual Exercises.
The 18th, 19th, 20th Annotations are all
individually directed retreats.

Accomplishment Report as of August
30, 2006

1. February 4-5 – An MEFP
program, Magis Deo sent one couple,
Roxanne and Levy Espiritu. A major
accomplishment since the last time Magis
sent participants was three years ago.

2. February 17-19 AIR 6
accomplished. Theme “The Kingdom” was
chosen with the present needs of our
shepherds in mind and in consultation with
Shepherd/Sharers Formation Ministry. Our
response to Jesus’ invitation to labor with
him for the coming of the Kingdom, can be
summarized by the prayer of the good thief:
“Jesus, remember me, when you come
into your kingdom.” Thirty (!) shepherds and
8 non-shepherds attended. Spiritual
Director was Ms. Eva Galvey, the first (and
definitely not the last) woman spiritual
director for a Magis Deo program. Format
was half-way between a preached retreat
and a 1:1. With facilitators from Magis Deo,
benefits of immediate feedback to the SD
was achieved without the costs of a 1:1
retreat.

3. SDR, March and June. MEFP
program. Seven couples have attended
and are being moved to the BCGG level.

4. FEW accomplished May 12-
14. 12 families attended. One family
shared during the August Community
Celebration sponsored by ME Ministry on
“Blocks and Helps to a loving Family”.

5. Youth Committee was
energetically active with the

accomplishment of two activities, Camp
Explore and the Beach Camp in May of this
year. Well attended and has resulted in
bonding among our Magis youth who now
enjoy attending Community Celebration and
teachings designed for their needs. Two
major activities coming up, the September
16 coastal clean-up day planned as a family
activity in collaboration with FEW and CPPJ,
and a one day Recollection scheduled for
October.

6. July 8-9: Deepening Prayer
and Introduction to Spiritual Direction
Workshop accomplished in collaboration
with Shepherds/Sharers Formation Ministry,
Praxis and MFM addressing formation
needs of Shepherds. LSS committee lead
MFM unit in collaboration.

7. LSS – conducted by God
Loves Catholic Prayer Community July 29-
30. 10 Magis Deo lambs and their
shepherds attended and were smitten by
their experience of God loving them. The
conduct of the LSS was very well done,
achieving a balance between the
exuberance of Charismatic prayer in
community and the intense silence of
Ignatian contemplation. Talks were meaty,
very moving and accurate, hitting the sticking
point each time, delivered with humor and
good taste. Sharing was very frank and at
times astonishing, yet clearly witnessing to
the transforming power of God’s love. We
have found an LSS that answers many if not
all our needs and we look forward to the
one scheduled for October. Recommended
not only for lambs but for shepherds who
would like to refresh.

con’t on page 9

from page 1

Tita Cathy Rafael
and I went to the seminar
venue of Buhay Esperitwal
ng Mag-Asawa located at
Our Lady of Pentecost
Parish, Sala Chapel in F.
dela Rosa St., Loyola,
Quezon City in the morning.
The Sharer Couple, Doy &
Becky Dizon, followed us in
their car while BEM Facilitator,
Monchito Mossesgeld, went to
the venue from Ateneo.  Couple Jojo &
Ditsy Simpaico of the Family Life
ministry requested the seminar for the
people who have attended the Suyuan
given by Magis Deo also. The auxiliaries
were members of their Ministry.18
couples attended from the different areas
of Park VII, Marytown and Daang Tubo I,
II & III. It was a wonderful feeling that we
at Magis Deo are instrumental in bringing
other people closer to the Almighty God.
Tita Cathy & I left the place at around

BEM & Parenting Seminars
by Ferdie G. Cruz

11:10 AM
t o
prepare
f o r
another
outreach
activity.

After eating lunch at Tita Cathy’s
residence, we proceeded to fetch Rachel
Abis who was tasked to take care of the
operation of the laptop and the projector.

con’t on page 11
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When we attended our Marriage
Encounter Weekend last Nov 2005, one
of the things Vivian and I promised was
that we were going to follow the advices
of Fr. Tanseco and try to make our
relationship more exciting, more loving,
and more passionate.  We knew that the
high we experienced that very memorable
weekend would just be a memory of the
past if we do not consciously follow up
and make an effort to continue filling each
other’s needs and being more sensitive
to the feelings each other.  This is no
different in any endeavor that we do in
life.  And so, when we were asked to be
part of the auxiliary team that will handle
the ME weekend on Aug 25-27, 2006,
we said yes because we realized that
it’s probably God’s way of showing us
how, by serving and helping other
couples, we will be able to continue
nourishing our relationship until the very
end.

As I sat at the back of the room and
watched 24 couples renew their marriage
vows, holding hands, embracing each
other, and kissing one another, I could
not help but feel the same kind of high I
experienced about a year ago.  I am sure
my beloved Vivian felt the same way.  I
managed to get a rose myself and I gave
it to her the same time the husbands
upfront presented it to their pleasantly
surprised spouse!

While we were participants then, last
weekend, we were serving the
participating couples.  While as
participants, we were moved, and
touched by that memorable weekend, as
auxiliary couples, we felt an even higher
high – not just of being able to reminisce
and re-learn again but most especially
of being able to serve and know that 24
more couples are now able to work on
their marriage with better awareness
through God’s blessings and guidance.
By continuously working on our marriage,
and serving other couples, I know that it
is right path to take in order to enrich our
relationship with one another.

Other couples celebrate their silver or
golden wedding anniversary.  But come

to think of it, why should Vivian and I wait
that long when we can always celebrate
and have our marriage vows every year
by serving in the auxiliary team during
the ME weekend.  Wouldn’t that be even
more romantic?

When we were first asked to facilitate
the ME batch 83, we joyously agreed to
serve.  It was an enriching experience to
meet new friends and a challenge to keep
the ME spirit alive between Jun and I and
among our batch mates.  As the weeks
grew closer to the date of the ME
weekend which we were to sponsor, the
anxiety began.  Can we really pull it off,
considering we were only five couples?
Will we have enough participants?
Luckily, our shepherding couple and ME
Leaders were very encouraging and
supportive to new ideas and our other
members who made it a point to make it
a perfect and memorable weekend for the
incoming participants.  When we were
finally at BLD, everyone worked tirelessly
to make sure everything was as planned.
The teamwork was great and it was
certainly a pleasure to work with all of
them.  Aside from that, to see the
couples so sweet with each other, to see
the glow on their faces gave us so much
satisfaction.  At the end of the weekend,
the smile of Fr. Tanseco said it all.  We
were all so happy, and though we were
so physically tired, we drove home
smiling.

The joy of serving and
helping other couples

Jun and Vivian Ahyong
ME 83

by Jun and Vivian Ahyong

8. Teachings: The distribution of
responsibility for inviting speakers to the
First Friday Community Celebration to the
different ministries successfully
implemented. Ministries are latching on to
the opportunity to market their ministries
and attract other workers. Thanks to
Pastoral Council and Praxis for taking the
lead in this endeavor.

MDC Thrust #2, Service through
Outreach: Involving our members
holistically in programs for marginalized
families like the Suyuan and Gawad
Kalinga.

Membership Formation Ministry
Objective: To assist members become
increasingly aware that the practice of our
Magis Deo values expressed as a lifestyle
of Stewardship, Simplicity, Sharing and
Service is our commitment to following
Christ, and working with Him in His mission
to bring all men to God.

Strategy: - Membership Formation
Ministry involves members in Outreach
programs indirectly through the Formation
programs, especially the SDR, CPPJ, Youth
initiated environmental activities, the AIR
and RDL experiences.

- Development of a post - activity
awareness examen.

Results: No direct data correlating
participation in Formation programs and
participation in outreach, though it stands
both to reason and faith that grace is
working.

Thrust #3: Increasing membership,
improving membership retention.

Membership Formation Ministry
Objectives: To encourage, invite and
monitor members’ completion of basic
programs.

Strategy: Committee Heads coordinate
with secretariat to monitor, record, utilize
Formation Tracking Data of each member
and update Sector and BCGG heads on
status of each member’s Basic Formation.
Texting, texting, long telephone calls have
been most effective tools for recruitment.

Results: Focus was on AIR for members
on the BCGG level, and attendance was
very high compared to previous years.
However, a large number of BCGG
members have not taken the CPPJ. Our
least attended program is the CPPJ.
Ministry has to review strategy for marketing
this important proghrt will am. FEW had
excellent participation – 12 families -Youth
activities and SDR also well attended.

Correlations: We have no hard data on
whether improved attendance in Formation
programs directly affects membership
retention and attendance during
Community Celebrations. We welcome
suggestions that will help us identify any
correlations.

 Reported by jsu

Membership
Formation

from page 8
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Cibbie, one of the sons present,
shared his periodical showing of
disrespect for his sister’s private moments
due to his fondness of kissing and
disturbing her whenever he sees her at
home. This minor mischief he
compensated for later by showing his
family his talent for baking and cooking.

Meantime, Moppet, the wife,
intimated to the audience that her
greatest block was her being critical of,
and frequent fault-finding on their eldest
son who has been known for quite
sometime in the family Mr. Tantrum.
Moppet then realized that she had been
using a wrong approach to a special son.
She admitted her mistake, and even
apologized to her son for her occasional
outbursts. She now  manifests greater
understanding of her son, who she claims
has changed a lot for the better.

Finally, Eckie (the husband)
confessed to his being impatient and
prone to easy anger; worse, he used to
be very indifferent to what his kids were
up to. It dawned on him, however, that
what he was doing was utterly wrong,
and now always finds time to be with the
kids in every important milestone of their
lives.

Meanwhile, the list of blocks and
helps was disseminated to the audience
for the small group discussion that
followed. The list of blocks includes the
following: criticism,  hostility, disrespect,
control, suspicion, fighting, indifference,
and selfishness.

On the other hand, the list of helps
includes the following: praise,
acceptance and understanding,
forgiveness, giving, joy, listening, trust,
and respect.Prior to the actual small
group sharing, Fr. Ruben issued the
challenge: “if we are a loving family
ourselves, then we can become a family
for others.”

This challenge was somehow
connected with Fr. Ruben’s earlier homily

where he stressed that the community
members must “be more concerned with
community, and not just with one’s small
group” (meaning, one’s BCGG). He even
exhorted the members in attendance to
reach out to other religions, and to be
concerned likewise with what is going in
our economy, for such a show of concern
is very part of Ignatian Spirituality.

In an earlier development on the same
night, a new BCGG whose name has
yet to be determined, was commissioned
by the Praxis Ministry chaircouple Tony
and Aida del Rosario, with Pastoral
Council Chair Tina Mossesgeld
witnessing the rite, and with Fr. Ruben
blessing the six couples in attendance.
The latter include:  Phil and Agnes
Tumaneng, Eric and Myling Hernandez,
Cesar and Delsa Sangalang, Tony and
Benny Vistan,  Albert and Pam Narciso,
and, Norman and Janet Reyes.

The newly-commissioned BCGG is
currently shepherded by Leony and Mia
Parada.

After the Mass, Sal Terrae BCGG
members and M.E. Ministry recruitment
committee chaircouple Jane and Jojo
Aldeguer (manning the powerpoint
equipment) gave a short talk: “A
Community for Country, Couples and
Children” and zeroed in on the following:
Magis Deo’s mission-vision, core values
and its program roadmap consisting of
four stages: the I stage, the You and I
stage, the we and god, and the we, God
and community.

The Aldeguers likewise delved on the
community’s thrusts for 2006, its theme
(Formation for Mission), and stressed
that the M.E. weekend is the main
outreach of our community. The goal for
this forthcoming ME Weekend is 20
couples. All the BCGGs were enjoined
to help recruit candidates for the
weekend.

Sharing on blocks and
helps to a loving family

from page 1

elegance of our culture and beauty of our
people. All these things begin with each
one of us.

5. Adopt a poor child as a scholar
back home.  According to government
sources, around 40% of our people are
poor. But according to our bishops from
CBCP, the figure is much higher than that,
possibly at 53%.   Since we have a
population of almost 86 million now,
imagine how many that is.   Most of the
poor are children, a great many of whom

are out there in the streets, because their
parents cannot afford to send them to
school.  My proposal is this – let us adopt
scholars among our poor street children.
For only P450 a month, you can sponsor
1 scholar under World Vision. World
Vision can give you the name, age,
address and personal profile of your
scholar so you can even mentor, visit,
talk, or write to your scholar.   If there are
5 million Filipinos and OFW’s today who
are all willing to sponsor 1 child each

under World Vision, that would mean 5
million poor children can be adopted as
scholars. These scholars will have a
better future and will someday become
our partners in building our nation.  This
could be one of the fastest paths to
progress and social transformation in our
country. And this is a very Christian way.
Even Jesus Christ, who was born very
poor in a manger, had to be adopted by
Joseph.

 6. Support a charitable
organization.  There are many good
charitable organizations that truly help
build our Philippines to become a better
place for all of us. Gawad Kalinga, Pondo
ng Pinoy, Caritas Manila and World
Vision, among others. These groups are
beyond the dirt and mirth of politics.  Like
most of us, you too are busy. Often, you
will have not the time to help others.
Charitable organizations are there to allow
us to help others while we are busy.
Every little help that you send will help
one poor Filipino, often one poor child, in
our country.

7. Teach your children about the
Philippines, and to love it and its
people.  Teach your children and your
foreign spouses, wherever you are in the
world, about our Philippines – the home
of the Filipino people, and the birthplace
of our race.  Let your children and your
foreign spouses hear it from you – that
you appreciate and love our Philippines.
Because if they hear and see it from you,
their beloved, they too will appreciate and
love our Philippines.   Or they will find a
way, sooner or later, to appreciate and
love it, because of you. I see that all the
time, everywhere, in practically all the
fathers and mothers in this world. Their
sons and daughters often carry and
continue their parents’ loves, causes and
advocacies.   If you make your children
see and hear that you love our
Philippines, believe me, someday your
children > will grow up with love and
admiration for the Philippines in their
hearts and minds.

8. Speak positively about our
Philippines and our people.  Sure,
there are things that will disappoint and
dishearten you in the Philippines,
especially if you look at our government
and the politicians who run it and those
businessmen whose companies earn so
much but who pay very little to their
employees.  But there are also many
good things in our Philippines. We are a
race capable of greatness and
excellence, and you see this in the likes
of Lea Salonga, Dr Josette Biyo,
Diosdado Banatao, Efren Reyes, Ninoy
Aquino, Jose Rizal, among many others.

We are essentially a breed of honest
people, and you see this in the likes of
Nestor Sulpico, the

Filipino driver in New York who, on 17
July 2004, drove 43 miles from New York

Ten Things Pinoys Abroad Can Do to Help...
from page 4

con’t on page 7
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Suyuan goes to Makati
City Jail

 ”Just be sure there’s no blood on
the knife” quipped one of the Sirach
(some say sira) members. We needed a
knife to slice the calamansi for the pancit

and no one brought one. Would the warden
have one? He did. And no blood on it
either. Just thinking of having a Suyuan
at the City Jail brought shivers down my
spine. I will admit that the movies and
stories of jail break outs and bloody fights
made me wary about a Magis activity in
a jail. WHAT IF we were taken as
hostages? What if the men pounced on
Tita Cathy, our Suyuan heroin or on
Sheila and Ferdie Joson the team
couple? What if they got Gen. Brawner
as their prime hostage? That would really
bring the Philippine Army and Navy to our
rescue.

Why did Mike Magpayo ever think of
holding this Suyuan there? Just because
his daughter had an outreach for her
college requirement, Mike as usual has
done a “Magis”. And of course Tita Cathy
took the bait. It was settled, said Danny
and Charito Dimayuga, Sirach heads –
Suyuan takes place on August 21. No
turning back now.

  There were 17couples and 3 singles
for this Suyuan. Six of these couples
were inmates while 11 of the wives came
in to join their husbands in this retreat.
 The area was by the main entrance cum
small chapel. All around and overhead
were steel bars. You had to be a
spiderman with a walking stick body to
get through those grills. There was no
escaping now. Not even for me!

  Surprisingly, the atmosphere was all
loving. In fact, Tita Cathy said that this
was one of the best Suyuans where “ang
magaasawa ay umayakap - yakap tuko”.
Such intensity of “pagmamahal”. Two of
the detainees was to be transferred soon
to Muntinlupa for life sentences
for murder. One of them was the
“crybaby” and his wife’s eyes never
stopped tearning. Another one kept biting

the ear of her husband. And he seemed
to enjoy it.

 I particularly enjoyed the “drama
portion” of Ferdie and Sheila on “Mga Isyu
na pinag uusapan”, as they did 3 brief
scripts on dialoguing. Such flair and
drama. It made the couples laugh but with
a lot of introspection there on “ano ang
style niyo, huh?”

 Outside the building, the
Sirach ladies were busy preparing the food
for lunch and merienda, while the men
seated casually,  entranced by the stories
of a convicted Oakwood mutineer,  the
only political detainee in jail, a former
DBP executive! When we were introduced
to the couples inside, we were warmly
applauded. I told them that I was a widow
and for a second,  I stopped there. I saw
Joey in them – as loving couples.

 The Jail Warden known as “Sir
Bautista” looked tough. He actually had
a heart of gold, as he said that “this place
is not to suffer but to know Jesus”. He
even sang a love song to the couples.
And of course, our very own Felix and
Rita Brawner serenaded the participants
with a kundiman too! By the way, one
added talent to Rita is that she is the best
rice scooper in town!

The day ended with  mass. Some of
the detainees joined us which made my
fears of being  hostaged recur. What
erased all that was their singing. The
voices from the choir  broke lose heaven
and hell. It was just too loud. God was
surely listening!

 ”The only difference between the
convicted persons and us”, according to
the Makati Jail Chaplain Fr. Sagadal, is
that “they are in jail and we are outside”.
But “pantay pantay lang tayo sa mata ng
Diyos”. Amen.

 Nina Lim-Yuson

Malate Suyuan

From there, we fetched Ning Reyes from
her house and went to Ascension Chapel
in Payatas, Quezon City. Tita Mary Lou
Albert was there as well as the couples
from the area. After setting up the
equipment, the attendees arrived one by
one and the seminar started past 2:00
PM. Ning Reyes was very good in
delivering her point in spite of the fact
that it was her first time to give the
Parenting Seminar in Tagalog. On hand
to lend a hand were Mel & Beth Fuentes
and Conrad & Jing Fajardo. The
participants were 33 people from our
Suyuan and 24 people who have not
attended any of our seminars. The
audience was attentive and mesmerized.
There were “role-playing” from the
participants. They were very grateful that
Magis Deo gave this seminar, which they
say had a great impact on them. They
said they learned so many things which
they have never thought about and which
they can apply in their everyday lives, not
only to their children, but also to their
“apos” spouses and other people around
them. Ning Reyes invited those who want
to learn giving this seminar to people who
need them. The seminar was a complete
success and it was Tita Cathy who
thought of giving this seminar as addition
to the Suyuan, BEM and Tipanan ng
Pamilya for the people of Magis’
Outreach Area. More power to you Tita.

BEM & Parenting
Seminars
from page 8
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Calendar of Activities
September to November 2006

September
01 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
2-3 CPPJ Seminar-P250/person CeFam MEFP 426-4206
9-10 Shepherding 2 (Free) CeFam MEFP 426-4206
11 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191
15-17 SDR – P3,500/couple Canossa Tagaytay MEFP 426-4206
16 Coastal clean up TBA Lucy Mella 800-4975

Abby Tumbocon 560-0058
22-24 AIR-1 Sacred Heart Novitiate Suni Rodriguez 0917-9274750

Theme: God’s Love and our Christian Vocation Magis Deo 426-7191
29-Oct. 1ME 2 Seminar – P3,000/couple St. Scholastica Tagaytay MEFP 426-4206

October
03 Shepherds & Ministry Sanctuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191

Heads Meeting3
06 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
07 MEFP Festival of Songs AFP Theater MEFP 426-4206
07 & 21 Shepherd Follow Up Workshop TBA Ed & Claire Palma 823-9647

Magis Deo 426-7191
09 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191
21-22 LSS God Love’s Catholic Prayer Community Gene & Eve Bañez

New Manila 926-8562 / 0917-4984687
24 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting6 Sanctuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191

November
03 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
4-5 Shepherding 1(Free) TBA MEFP 426-4206
09 Thanks Giving Dinner TBA Ministry / Sector Heads

Joy Uy-Tioco 0917-8166745
13 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191
23 Fr. Ruben’s Birthday
24-26 MEW (ME Class 87) – BLD Covenant House Cavite Ike & Josie Llamas 821-0639

P3,000/couple
28 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting7 Sanctuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191

Birthday Celebrants
SEPTEMBER

           SEPTEMBER  2006

Wedding Anniversaries
SEPTEMBER

8 Peachy Ocampo DOC
2 Gemini Sanchez ME Class 82
3 James Magtalas ME Class 80

Marco Parado ME Class 80
Albert Zenarosa ME Class 82

4 Caloy del Rosario DOC
Neo Gonzales CIA/Wisdom

5 Benjie Santiago Kapatiran Kay
Kristo

Johann Espiritu ME Class 83
6 Jeszar Pangilinan ME Class 78

Gee-C Paderon ME Class 78
7 Marivic Canoso Magnificat

Regie de Guzman Cor./Sothel
8 Henry Cruz Psalm 46

Lai Onate ME Class 83
Mama Mary

10Lelet Abastillas Galilee
Glo Boren Agnus-Dei
Henry Torrecampo ME Class 77

11 Bill Estarija Ignatians
Jun Sison Lights
Moppet Gonzales ME Class 83
Fatima Umali ME Class 78

12Leslie Gatchalian Lights
14Joy Uy-Tioco Micah 6:8
15Vikki Brillantes Cana
16Edith Ramirez ME Class 85
17Roy Baldo Emmanuel

Mike Paderon ME Class 78
Norayda Ballao ME Class 77

18Rufo Dacanay ME Class 79
Shellah Budy ME Class 83
Aresenio Ordovez ME Class 80
Beng Pascual Cor./Sothel

19Ghie Delos Santos ME Class 79
Myr Seranilla Mustard Seed
Mina de Castro Emmanuel

20Jojo Aldeguer Sal Terrae
Noralyn Agcaoili ME Class 82
Eugina Bernabe ME Class 82

21Gaylord Cordero Philippians
22Deo Deogracias ME Class 83

Ember Silva ME Class 79

1 Eckie & Moppet Gonzales ME Class 83
2 Mark & John Marie Ledesma DOC
5 Pete & Dory Gestoso ME Class 85
7 Perry & Alice Antonio Isaiah 66
8 Renante &Melanie Laroco ME Class 78
15 Norman & Lelet Abastillas Galilee
16 Jojo & Liza Aquino ME Class 83
17 July+ & Noerma Salazar Agnus-Dei
18 Jojo & Mina De Castro Emmanuel

Joe & Myr Seranilla Mustard Seed
20 Roy & Annie Baldo Emmanuel
21 Gaylord & Norma Cordero Philippians
28 Dfermin & Ember Silva ME Class 79
29 Apin & Chie Llamas Cor./Sothel
30 Rey & Suzette Coronel Lights

23Aida Laksamana Cor./Sothel
Tetchie Viduya ME Class 79

24Mel Policarpio Philippians
25Bong Arkoncel Isaiah 66

Jojo De Castro Emmanuel
Ruben Laksamana Cor./Sothel
Robert Tumaliuan ME Class 79

26Chie Llamas Cor./Sothel
Lucy Mella Thessalonians
Noerma Salazar Agnus-Dei

27George Pascual Cor./Sothel
Cynth Supan ME Class 85

30Mayette Caisip Isaiah 66
Juliet Carpio ME Class 81
Jojo Baladad ME Class 81


